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INTERIOR ELEVATION/PLAN

STANDARD DOOR OPENING WIDTH
(37-49) [940 - 1245]

2 3/4 [70]

FINGER GUARD

3 3/4 [95]

1 [25]
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INTERIOR SIDE
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TYP. HEADER WIDTH (INSIDE FRAME WIDTH)
(CONTACT ENGINEERING FOR MINIMUM HEADER WIDTH)

OUTLINE OF OVERHEAD
CONCEALED HEADER
AND OPERATOR

NOTES:
1. GUIDE RAILS, MATS, PUSH PLATES AND VARIOUS ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR THE DOOR ACTIVATION
   AND CONTROL ARE OPTIONAL. CONSULT WITH YOUR NABCO/GYRO TECH DISTRIBUTOR,
2. DOORS AND FRAMES ARE NOT INCLUDED UNLESS NOTED,
3. POWER TO HEADER WILL BE 115VAC, 5 AMP PER OPERATOR PROVIDED BY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR,
4. STANDARD HARDWARE SUPPLIED WILL ACCOMMODATE DOOR THICKNESS OF 1 3/4" TO 2 1/4".

Effective Date: 31 MAR 2015